2005 mercury montego alternator

There are 2 choices for the Mercury Montego Alternator!!! Choose Your Option. We offer an
industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and
transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims
on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block,
crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached
upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts,
hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper
lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please
allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48
contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more
local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or
email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They
will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are not guaranteed include but
not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables,
sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a
pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted,
refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions? Contact the
webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select
Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Alternator for Mercury Montego Attention! Filters 25
Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns. Nationwide Shipping: Due
to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few
working days for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details. This is an original used OEM
Alternator that's guaranteed to fit a Mercury Montego with the applicable vehicle manufacturer's
specifications. Update Your Location. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also
please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Mercury Montego based on all
problems reported for the Montego. The contact owns a Mercury Montego. The contact stated
that while driving 30 mph, the entire electrical system malfunctioned and caused the rear brakes
and instrument cluster to fail. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer, where a diagnostic
test indicated that the throttle body and alternator were faulty. The dealer replaced the throttle
body, but not the alternator. The failure continued. The vehicle was taken back to the authorized
dealer, where they were unable to diagnose the failure. The failure mileage was 95, See all
problems of the Mercury Montego. The car was purchased in may of August , the transmission
started to violently jerk and act as if it were in neutral. When gradually applying the breaks, the
car would begin to shudder. This would happen only if the engine was warm. By March , the
shuddering transmission and jerk was constant. I took it in to be looked at in April of The
alternator was replaced, due to what we thought was a bad battery. The mechanic believed this
caused the transmission to jerk. The problem was not solved. June the transmission was
replaced by a Ford dealership for 5, July the car went into fail engine safe mode, the codes
pointing to the throttle body. A mechanic cleaned the throttle body saying it might solve the
problem. The car has k on it and has had three major problems in the past couple of months.
We have had intermittent electrical issues for several years. The car suddenly looses all
electrical power. The battery is completely depleted. Once jump started the car will then operate
properly. I have had the alternator replaced once and the car has been checked by mechanics
several times, no one can find the problem. We often times smell a burnt plastic odor just before
the failures. This failure has happened dozens of time over the past 4 years, even during
warranty. Ford did nothing for us. Car Problems. Electrical System problems. Instrument Panel
problems. Wiring problems. Dashboard Failed problems. Starter problems. Instrument Panel
Failure problems. Fits perfectly and works as it should. Would order from this supply store
again when I need parts. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Alternator Adapter
Plug. Alternator Pulley. Canister Vent Solenoid Connector. Coil Boot. Crank Position Sensor.

Direct Ignition Coil. Direct Ignition Coil Boot. Direct Ignition Coil Boot Kit. Direct Ignition Coil
and Boot Assembly. Electronic Control Unit. Engine Camshaft Position Sensor Connector.
Engine Coolant Level Sensor Connector. Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor Clip. Engine
Coolant Temperature Sensor Connector. Engine Crankshaft Position Sensor Connector. Ignition
Coil. Ignition Coil Connector Kit. Ignition Coil Kit. Ignition Coil Set. Ignition Coil and Spark Plug
Kit. Ignition Switch Connector. Knock Sensor Connector. Reference Sensor. Spark Plug. Spark
Plug Boot. Spark Plug Connector Boot. Spark Plug Set. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor
Canister Purge Solenoid Connector. Vapor Canister Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Valve.
Voltage Regulator Connector. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate
Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools
and Hardware. AC Delco. BBB Industries. Pure Energy. WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle. API
Alternator. Click to Enlarge. Core Price [? Motorcraft Alternator. Features: Dual internal cooling
fans provide reliability during extreme temperatures. Slip rings and brushes are designed for
reduced wear to help provide longer service life. Remote battery voltage sensing helps improve
voltage accuracy and extend battery life. Performance- and insulation-tested to volts. Designed
for specific applications, which helps ensure proper fit and easier installation. Remy Alternator.
BBB Industries Alternator. WAI Global Alternator. Denso Alternator. Pure Energy Alternator. AC
Delco Alternator. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product List Price:. Image is not
vehicle specific. January 24th, Posted by Michael McIntyre. Catalog: P. Vehicle Mercury
Montego. Vehicle Engine Mercury Montego. Catalog: B. Catalog: T. Catalog: N. Catalog: A. Log
In. Cheers Greg Locock New here? Thank you for helping keep Eng-Tips Forums free from
inappropriate posts. The Eng-Tips staff will check this out and take appropriate action. Click
Here to join Eng-Tips and talk with other members! Already a Member? Join your peers on the
Internet's largest technical engineering professional community. It's easy to join and it's free.
Register now while it's still free! Already a member? Close this window and log in. Are you an
Engineering professional? Join Eng-Tips Forums! Join Us! By joining you are opting in to
receive e-mail. Promoting, selling, recruiting, coursework and thesis posting is forbidden.
Students Click Here. Related Projects. Hi everyone. I have a Mercury Montego Premier.
Currently, the vehicle is operating normal at an idle. At idle the voltage from the alternator to the
battery is When this overcharging condition occurs all modules shutdown cluster, interior
lights, ect. When RPM's decrease to idle all modules come back. When problem originally
occurred, prior to diagnosing with a meter, I replaced the battery and alternator. PCM was
putting out a high voltage and low voltage code. I thought that this was going to be a simple
alternator issue. We might be dealing with the same exact issue prior to replacement of
alternator and battery. The alternator has a 3 pin connector. There are two wires that
communicate to PCM and 1 wire that runs from the alternator to the battery junction box and
then to the battery. This is the circuit and I believe this wire detects what voltage the battery is
getting from the alternator and then the internal regulator increases or decrease voltage. I
checked the wire for any voltage drop and all appears good. Also, I checked the voltage the
battery was getting at the battery and checked the voltage at the alternator connector. It was the
same. The wire is good. Based on the diagnosis, I can only assume that the alternator I put in is
bad. The only concern I have is if the other two wires that run to the PCM actually regulates
voltage verse only the wire. I think those other two wires are used just to report to the PCM what
the voltage is and then reacts to high voltage by shutting down modules to prevent damage,
and do not actually regulate voltage as some newer vehicles have "smart alternators". Anyone
have any ideas? I there is resistance and thus voltge drop in the wiring or connections that the
regulator gets a whiff of the system voltage then the regulator will crank the control voltage too
high. I'm trying to figure out if it is my PCM or a bad alternator. I did find out that the voltage
regulator has a battery temperature sensor that reports to PCM and can increase and decrease
voltage based on temp. I'm hoping this or the voltage regulator has failed verse the PCM. It's
odd. At idle I'm getting When motor is revved up to over RPMS everything goes dead then
rebounds once back to idle. Thank you for the response. Any and all suggestions are welcome. I
was wondering if you ever found out what was causing the overcharging problem. I also have a
Mercury Montego with a very similiar issue. It is intermittent and I have not been able to track it
down. So far we have changed out the alternator and battery about 3 times a piece and the PCM
has been changed once with no luck. About once a week or two when starting the car I notice
the tach and other gauges go to 0 and the alternator voltage goes to as high as 20Vdc. If I shut
off the car and disconnect the battery and restart everything is back to normal and the car runs
fine. Any help with this would be greatly appreciated. Something that is often overlooked in
automotive trouble shooting is the return path, or ground. You may have a loose or corroded
ground connection somewhere. Try checking the resistance between the PCM and the battery
negative terminal. Check for voltage first. I agree with Mike. Is the battery voltage as measured

at the battery going high or is it just the PCM reporting a high voltage? Bill "Why not the best?
Red Flag This Post Please let us know here why this post is inappropriate. Reasons such as
off-topic, duplicates, flames, illegal, vulgar, or students posting their homework. New electrical
systems and wiring harness engineering solutions implement automation, facilitate
collaboration and accelerate verification. Download Now. Increasing automotive design
complexity demands a shift away from legacy automotive design flows. The industry demands
generative design. This report explains how TotalCAE makes it easy for organizations to utilize
cloud computing on AWS to accelerate product innovation, solve complex engineering
problems, and reduce the time waiting for CAE simulation results. Close Box. Posting
Guidelines Promoting, selling, recruiting, coursework and thesis posting is forbidden. RE:
Mercury Montego Overcharging Condition I there is resistance and thus voltge drop in the
wiring or connections that the regulator gets a whiff of the system voltage then the regulator
will crank the control voltage too high. RE: Mercury Montego Overcharging Condition
Something that is often overlooked in automotive trouble shooting is the return path, or ground.
Resources New electrical systems and wiring harness engineering solutions implement
automation, facilitate collaboration and accelerate verification. Download Now Increasing
automotive design complexity demands a shift away from legacy automotive design flows.
Download Now This report explains how TotalCAE makes it easy for organizations to utilize
cloud computing on AWS to accelerate product innovation, solve complex engineering
problems, and reduce the time waiting for CAE simulation results. See the Back button â€” blue
bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? The car has been
lurching forward and decelerating randomly. Keeps going into "failsafe engine mode" and the
wrench light comes on but only for a few moments, then runs normally again after restarting.
Haven't been able to have the light on long enough to get diagnostics done. Happens while
driving or when starting occasionally. Add Complaint. About 6 months ago all the dash
indicators turned on. They went out for a few minutes then came back on and stayed on. I was
told it was in the electrical harness. It is a common problem I would think there would be a recall
on such a situation. I have to drive not knowing if there is trouble with the lights on full time. Car
runs great for about 20 minutes then I get a surge in the engine, dash cluster goes dead, car
jerks and I lose power randomly. Everything comes back on but will go out multiple times
getting worse everytime. I have lost power to transmission once, no forward or reverse.
Replaced the dash cluster and car ran great for 2 days then started all again. This happens
mainly while in the city, hasn't happened on highway yet thank goodness. Car just sits in
driveway, afraid to drive it. I see countless people with this issue all the way back to when car
was released and still no solution. The contact owns a Mercury Montego. While attempting to
depress the brake pedal, the vehicle began to accelerate and the traction control, check
transmission, and failed safe mode warning lights illuminated. Due to the failure, the contact
crashed into a bush while attempting to park the vehicle. There were no injuries and a police
report was not filed. The failure recurred randomly. The vehicle was taken to several
independent mechanics, but the cause of the failure could not be determined. The vehicle was
not repaired. The manufacturer was notified. The failure mileage was approximately , Dash
board gauges and controls. When driving our Montego all of the dash instruments and gauges
will go out, and you loose some power, the rear lights go on. This can happen at any moment
when the vehicle is in motion, on the interstate, slow speeds. To replace is quite expensive, but
in doing some research I have come across thousands of complaints on the same issue, and
it's extremely scary and concerning that a safety recall has not been done. You can turn it off
but doesn't always reset and when it does the engine light stays on. This occurs while the car is
in motion. Came back a few hours later and gauges worked but check engine, transmission and
charging systems lights were on. I put it in gear because I thought the issue was gone and as
soon as I got to about RPM my gauges went black so I stopped and when the idle speed
dropped back down my gauges came back on. I tried my headlights and they go out every time
my gauges go out, which is any time I get over RPM. Parked car at home after dropping
daughter off in town car performed normally. Five hours later went out to pick daughter up.
Started car and had no speedometer, odometer, tachometer, no cluster panel at all. The wrench
symbol light came on at this time. I tested the car daily with the same results, until Tuesday,
August 11th. I had an appt to take it in to a Ford dealer to have it diagnosed. However, now the
check engine light was on. Since those codes are associated with the powertrain control
module it could cause the engine to stall at any time. While driving 30 mph, there was a sudden
loss of acceleration. The contact noticed that the passenger side wheel well was in flames and
the wheel well on the drivers side was emitting smoke. The contact and the driver extinguished
the fire. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the
ABS needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure

mileage was approximately 90, The VIN was not available. Too many times to count 25 30 even
more. When driving my Mercury Montego the complete dash cluster lost all functions and read
outs, always at speeds above 30mph. A few times 9 or so the car would buck a few times. I had
the harness connector checked and no problems found. This condition prevents me from using
the vehicle as needed, to driver a few times a year from Connecticut to North Carolina and back
to visit ailing family members. No other reasonable transportation available. We will pro ally
never buy a Ford product again due to safety concerns. Need advice as to problem and how to
fix. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the instrument panel lights failed to
illuminate and all the gauges malfunctioned. The vehicle had not been diagnosed or repaired.
The approximate failure mileage was , Vehicle was started first thing in morning and driven
approximately 25' when the transmission seemed to disengage and warning lights came on. Car
remained parked for about 30 minutes and a second attempt was made. The car was driven
approximately 2 miles when once again the transmission failed to engage and a loss of power
was experienced. Following these two incidents with the vehicle I arranged to have the vehicle
flat bedded to the local Ford dealership where it was determined that the problem was a
defective throttle body assembly the vehicle has 68, original miles on odometer. Instrument
panel lights all light up and all the dials drop to zero, traction control goes out which causes a
huge safety issue in winter driving. Speedometer, tack, fuel gauge, and engine temp all set to
zero. Automatic door locks inop, lights on interior gear shift go out. At first this would happen
intermittently - approximately 2 to 3 times a month for a few seconds and then progressively got
worse with time to total failure. Every time I tried to bring it into the dealer I was told they
couldn't figure out what was happening because the vehicle would "act fine" for them. After
several trips to the dealership and a lot of research on the issue I find out Ford knows its a
problem and issued a tsb on it but is failing to stand behind their product and issue a recall.
What is it going to take a few deaths? I would never buy another Ford product due to their lack
of customer service and concerns with the safety of their product. Mercury Montego instrument
panel has been going on and off for two years. Getting longer duration before panel comes back
on. The interior is pitch black, I don't know how fast I am going, how much gas I have. My back
up lights remain on when panel goes. Drivers behind me stay clear, thinking I am backing up. I
have no air conditioner. I have radio, head lights, brake lights. I did not try the cruise control
because I am scared to death.. I googled and others have the same problem. The car was
purchased in may of August , the transmission started to violently jerk and act as if it were in
neutral. When gradually applying the breaks, the car would begin to shudder. This would
happen only if the engine was warm. By March , the shuddering transmission and jerk was
constant. I took it in to be looked at in April of The alternator was replaced, due to what we
thought was a bad battery. The mechanic believed this caused the transmission to jerk. The
problem was not solved. June the transmission was replaced by a Ford dealership for 5, July
the car went into fail engine safe mode, the codes pointing to the throttle body. A mechanic
cleaned the throttle body saying it might solve the problem. The car has K on it and has had
three major problems in the past couple of months. The instrument gauge on my Mercury
Montego just went "dead". This happened once in early spring of this year , but did not repeat
until recently. It is now June and the same thing has re-occurred about 10 times in the past two
weeks. After turning the car off and restarting, this sometimes but not always , "fixes" the
problem. Most recently, if the gauges do work, the "check engine" light turns on. The airbag
light stays on, and the AWD malfunction message displays in the information panel until I hit
the reset button. From a safety perspective, is this a short in the system or is my airbag really
malfunctioning" and how do I know my speed other than to guess" - Willoughby Hills, OH, USA.
The contact noticed that all of the instrument panel gauge readings decreased to zero and the
check engine light illuminated. The contact heard a clanking sound before the failure occurred.
The vehicle was shut off and restarted and the gauges reset to the accurate readings. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer for diagnostic testing. The technicians were unable to duplicate
the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 45, The contact stated that while driving 30
mph, the entire electrical system malfunctioned and caused the rear brakes and instrument
cluster to fail. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer, where a diagnostic test indicated
that the throttle body and alternator were faulty. The dealer replaced the throttle body, but not
the alternator. The failure continued. The vehicle was taken back to the authorized dealer, where
they were unable to diagnose the failure. The failure mileage was 95, The lurching is sudden and
"violent" enough that it can catch a driver unprepared - my wife and I are used to it and able to
compensate, but we aren't letting our 17 year-old drive the car for now unless one of us is with
her. Ongoing problem since car was purchased new. Problem has been getting more frequent
over the past year or so. Then the car completely lost power. My Mercury Montego has an
instrument failure in which all warning lights stayed on. One light remained on after ignition was

off. The backup lights stayed on while in drive presenting a significant safety hazard. For
example, a car approaching from the rear, upon seeing faulty backup lights on may swerve to
avoid. This situation would be even more likely to happen at night on a two lane road. Ford later
issued tsb with revision both advising dealers that backup lights problem was an issue. The
defect was found to be a fault in the wiring of the instrument cluster per the latter tsb. Please
re-open. There are 2 choices for the Mercury Montego Alternator!!! Choose Your Option. We
offer an industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and
transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims
on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block,
crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached
upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts,
hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper
lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please
allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48
contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more
local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or
email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They
will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are not gua
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ranteed include but not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets,
bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not
serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may
need to be repainted, refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions?
Contact the webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part
Expand. Select Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Alternator for Mercury Montego
Attention! Filters 25 Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns.
Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so
please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details. This
is an original used OEM Alternator that's guaranteed to fit a Mercury Montego with the
applicable vehicle manufacturer's specifications. Update Your Location.

